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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

8Ystem was held in Washington on Friday, February 12, 1957, at 3:00

rn.

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. Broderick
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. McKee
Mr. Davis

Mr. Morrill, Secretary
Mr. Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Clayton, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Thurston, Special Assistant to the

Chairman
Mr. Goldenweiser, Director of the Division

of Research and Statistics
Mr. Parry, Chief of the Division of

Security Loans
Mr. Dreibelbis, Assistant General Counsel

Consideration was given to a draft of a letter to the President

of the 
Senate, prepared

meetilag of the Board on
to 

Senate Resolution 78

ertors Was requested to

to the 
recent action of

t member banks. Copies

in accordance with the action taken at the

February 9, 1957, for the purpose of replying

of February 5, 1957, in which the Board of Gov-

transmit to the Senate a report with respect

the Board in increasing reserve requirements

of the draft had been furnished to the members

the Board prior to this meeting.

During a discussion of the state-
ment certain changes were suggested there-
in following which, upon motion by Mr.
Broderick, the Secretary was authorized
to transmit to the President of the
Senate a reply in the form hereinafter
set forth, Mr. McKee not voting:
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"Reference is made to Senate Resolution 78, of February
5, 1937, requesting the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System to transmit to the Senate, as soon as practi-
cable, a report setting forth the reasons for the issuance
of the recent order of the Board increasing the reserve re-
quirements of member banks after May 1, 1937, the actual
and Probable effect of such order with respect to interest
rates upon public and private obligations, and its probable
effect upon the banking system of the country.

"The Resolution was referred to the Board of Governors
and in response thereto it has directed me to transmit to
You the following: (1) the statement contained in the
Boardt s minutes of January 30, which sets forth the substance
of the action taken by the Board and the reasons therefor;
(2) material, authorized by the Board for inclusion in the
Federal Reserve Bulletin for February, 1957, which relates
to the ability of the banking system of the country to meet
ithe present and prospective credit requirements of agricul-
ture, commerce and industry, to the reserve position of the
member banks of the Federal Reserve System, and to the ef-
fects of proposed changes in reserve requirements; and N
additional data with respect to interest rates upon public
and Private obligations.

"The statement contained in the Board's minutes of Jan-
1:larY 30, setting forth the substance of its order increas-
±ng the reserve requirements of member banks and the reasons
for this action is as follows:

'The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem today increased reserve requirements for member banks
by 33-1/3 percent, as follows: on demand deposits, at
banks in central reserve cities, from 19-1/2 to 26 per-
cent; at banks in reserve cities, from lE to 20 per-
cent; and at "country" banks, from 10-1/2 to 14 per-
cent; on time deposits, at all banks, from 4-1/2 to 6
Percent. For the purpose of affording member banks ample
time for orderly adjustment to the changed requirements,
°ne half of the increase will become effective as of
the Opening of business on March 1, 1957, and the re-
maining half will become effective as of the opening
of business on May 1.

'The following table shows what the reserve re-
quirements are at present, what they will be from March1 through April 30, and what they will be commencing
MaY 1:
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"Reserve Requirements.

CP-e-1-2-22s1"—"L-t1--

: Demand Deposits •• Time Deposits  :Class of bark :Present :March 1 :May I :Present :March 1 :May 1:
:Require :through : and :Require :through : and :
:mento. :pril30 :after :ments :Aril 30

Central re- :
• •'

serve city : 19-1/2 :22-3/4 : 26 : 4-1/2 : 5-1/4 : 6

Reserve city : 15 :17-1/2 : 20 : 4-1/2 : 5-1/4 5

COUTH  10-1/2 :12-1 4 : 14 : 4-1 2 : 54 6

'This action completes the use of the Board's power under
the law to raise reserve requirements to not more than twice
the amount prescribed for member banks in section 19 of the
Federal Reserve Act.

'The section of the law which authorizes the Board to
change reserve requirements for member banks states that
When this power is used it shall be "in order to prevent in-
Jurious credit expansion or contraction." The significance
of this language is that it places responsibility on the
Board to use its Dower to change reserve requirements not
??1Y to counteract an injurious credit expansion or contrac-
tion after it has developed, but also to anticipate and
Prevent such an expansion or contraction.

'By its present action the Board eliminates as a basis
of possible credit expansion an estimated .q1500,000,000 of
excess reserves which are superfluous for the present or
Prospective needs of commerce, industry, and agriculture
and Which, in the Board's judgment, would result in an in--

credit expansion if permitted to become the basis
of a multiple expansion of bank credit. The Board estimates
ithat, after the full increase has gone into effect, member .
an4s will have excess reserves of approximately 1'500,000,000,
an amount ample to finance further recovery and to maintain
easy money conditions. At the same time the Federal Re-
Serve System will be placed in a position where such reduc-tion or expansion of member bank reserves as may be deemed
in, the public interest may be effected through open-market
1?erE.ttions, a more flexible instrument, better adapted for
.?ePlng the reserve position of member banks currently in

,"-'.°se adjustment to credit needs.
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"'As the Board stated on July 15, 1966, in its an-
nouncement of the previous increase of reserve require-
ments, excess reserves then held by member banks had
resulted almost entirely from the inflow of gold from
abroad rather than from the System's credit policy.
Since that time the country's gold stock has been fur-
ther increased by a large inflow of gold, amounting to
600,000,000. Between the time of the banking holiday
in 1933 and December 24, 1936, when the United States
Treasury put into effect its program for preventing ac-
quisitions of gold from adding to the country's bank-
ing reserves, the gold inflow aggregated approximately
$4,000,000,000. This inflow of gold had the effect of
adding an equal amount to the reserves of member banks
as well as to their deposits. The total amount of de-
posits in banks and the Postal Savings System, plus
currency outside of banks, is now .42,000,000,000 larger
than in the summer of 1929.

'The present volume of deposits, if utilized at
a rate of turnover comparable to pre-depression levels,
is sufficient to sustain a vastly greater rate of busi-
ness activity than exists today. In order to sustain
and expand recovery, the country's commerce, industry,
and agriculture, therefore, require a more complete
and productive utilization of existing deposits rather
than further additions to the amount now available.

'The excess reserves of about t1.1500,000,000 elim-
inated as a base of further credit expansion by this
action could support an increase in the supply of money,
in the form of bank credit, which beyond any doubt would
con,ititute an injurious credit expansion.

'The present is an opportune time for action be-
cause, as was the case when the Board announced its
Prior action last July, excess reserves are widely dis-
tributed among member banks, and balances with corres-
pondent banks are twice as large as they have generally
'been in the past. All but a small number of member
banks have more than sufficient excess reserves and
surplus balances with other banks to meet a 33-1/3
Percent increase in reserve requirements. As of Jan-
uary 13, the Board's survey indicates that only 197
of the 6,367 member banks lacked sufficient funds
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"to meet such an increase in reserve requirements by
utilizing their present excess balances with the re-
serve banks and not more than one-half of their bal-
ances with correspondent banks. On this basis these
197 banks, in order to meet the full requirements,
would have needed an additional a23,000,000, of which
010,000,000 would have been needed by banks in central
reserve cities S11,000,000 by banks in other reserve
cities and only :2,300,000 by country banks.

'Another reason for action at this time is that,
as stated by the Board last July "it is far better to
sterilize a part of these superfluous reserves while
they are still unused than to permit a credit structure
to be erected upon them and then to withdraw the founda-
tion of the structure."

'The available methods of absorbing excess reserves
have been under consideration. It has been decided that
under present circumstances changes in reserve require-
ments should precede reduction in reserves through
open-market operations, because changes in requirements
affect all banks, regardless of their reserve position,
and consequently should be made while reserves are
Widely distributed.

'This action increases reserve requirements to the
full extent authorized by law. It is not the present
intention of the Board to request from Congress addi-
tional authority to absorb excess reserves by means of

raising reserve requirements.

'It is the Board's expectation that, with approxi-
mately 4t500,000,000 of excess reserves remaining with
the banks, credit conditions will continue to be easy.
At the same time the Reserve System will be in a posi-
tion to take promptly such action as may be desirable
to ease or tighten credit conditions through open-market
and rate policy.

'In announcing the previous increase in reserve re-

quirements, the Board said:

"The prevailing level of long-time in-

terest rates, which has been an important factor
in the revival of the capital market, has been
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"'"due principally to the large accumulations of
idle funds in the hands of individual and institu-
tional investors. The supply of investment funds
IS in excess of the demand. The increase in re-
serve requirements of member banks will not dim-
inish the volume of deposits held by these banks
for their customers and will, therefore, not dim-
inish the volume of funds available for investment.
The maintenance of an adequate supply of funds at
favorable rates for capital purposes, including
mortgages, is an important factor in bringing about
and sustaining a lasting recovery."

'The same considerations apply with equal force at
the present time. The Board's action does not reduce
the large volume of existing funds available for invest-
ment by depositors, and should not, therefore, occasion
an advance in long-term interest rates or a restric-
tive policy on the part of institutional and other in-
vestors in meeting the needs for sound business, indus-
trial and agricultural credit.

. 'In view of all these considerations, the Board be-
lieves that the action taken at this time will operate
to prevent an injurious credit expansion and at the same

time give assurance for continued progress toward full
recovery.

, "The following material, authorized by the Board for in-
C'Ll13i0r1 in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for February, 1937,
/2elates to the ability of the banking system of the country

X
L° meet the present and prospective credit requirements of

iculture, commerce and industry, to the reserve position
.J the member banks of the Federal Reserve System, and to
ne effects of proposed Changes in reserve requirements:

'Member bank reserve balances with Federal Re-
serve banks on January 27 were $6,770,000,000, of
Which :4,620,000,000 were required reserves, leaving
excess reserves of ,150,000,000, as shown in the
chart (page 7). After reserve requirements were in-
creased by 5u percent last August, excess reserves
grew from $1,800,000,000 to $2,200,000,000 in November
and early December. They were then temporarily re-
duced to ,1,880,000,000 on December 23 as a result
of withdrawals of currency into circulation to meet
holid ay- demands and of the building up of Treasury de-
posits at the Reserve banks.
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"'In the subsequent five weeks excess reserves increased once
more as currency returned from circulation and Treasury de-
posits were reduced. Further growth of 0120,000,000 in the
country's gold stock from December 23 to January 27 was more
than offset by an increase of k11.600000,000 in Treasury
holdings of cash, including inactive gold. An increase of
foreign-bank and other nonmember deposits, amounting to
460,000,000 in the five weeks and to 0_00,000,000 since the
beginning of December, has also withdrawn funds from member
bark reserves.

'The increase in money in circulation in the three months
Preceding Christmas amounted to e450,000,000, the largest in
several years, while the decrease ofec:360,000,000 in the fol-
lowing five weeks was somewhat less than the usual seasonal
amount, indicating that the growth of money in circulation,
Which has been pronounced in the past two years, continued
Over the holiday period.

'Effects of the announced increase in reserve require-
ments upon the various classes of member banks are shown ap-
Proximate13 in the following table based upon the reserve
position of the banks as of January 27, 1937. It is not pos-
sible to show precisely now each group will be affected, be-
cause by the time of the effective dates of the two increases
in requirements the total amount of reserves and their distri-
bution among the various classes of banks and also the amount
Of deposits on which required reserves are based may have
changed, although the changes within the next month will prob-
ably not be substantial. The figures indicate what the re-
sults would have been if the increase in reserve requirements
had become effective on January 27. A factor that may con-
siderably affect the distribution of reserves will be the
Withdrawal of bankers' balances by country banks from their
City correspondents for the purpose of providing additional
reserves needed.

Reserve Position of Member Banks,
January 27, 1937

In millions of dollers.  Figures _partly estimated) 

Class of bank : Reserves with Federal
• Reserve banks

:Excess reserves:
:after increase :
:in required re-
:serves of

Total : Re-
:duired

:Excess :16-2/3 :33-1/3
ipercent:percent

Central reserve city
banks

Reserve city banks
Countryn banks
Al—.--Lmeer  banks 

:
:
:
:

3,378
2,147
1,248

:2,371
:1,492
: 756

:1,007
: 655
: 492

:
.

612
406
366

:
•

217
158
240

•
-'-'

6,773 :4,619 :2,154- , 1584 615
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"'Figures in the table show that banks in each class
taken as a whole, on the basis of their January 27 position,
would still have had large excess reserves after the first
16-2/3 percent increase in requirements, with country banks
having the largest relative amount. The effect of the second
increase will depend upon changes that may take place in the
amount and distribution of member bank reserves by the end
of April, but it would appear from the present situation
that all the classes of banks would still have substantial
excess reserves.

'As pointed out in the Board's statement of January 30,
s recent survey by the Board showed that all but 197 member
banks, taken individually, were able to meet an increase of

percent in reserve requirements either from excess re-
serves or by using one half of their balances with corres-
pondents, and all but 60 banks could meet an increase of
16-2/3 percent in that way. The Board's survey covered the
situation on January 13 and the additional reserves needed
bY banks in the various classes to meet increases in require-
ments of 16-2/3 and 33-1/3 percent as of that date are shown
in the following table:

Additional Reserves Required by Member Banks
to meet Increase in Requirements, Position as

of January 13, 1937.
 (In  millions of dollars)._ 

Increase of Increase of
16-2/3 percent : 33-1/3 percent 

:Total :Obtain- :Required:Total:Obtain- :Required:
:able by :after : :able by :after :

Class of bank: 
:using :using : :using :using :
:one-half :one-half: :one-half :one-half:
:of bank-:of bank-: :of bank- :of bank-:
:ers'1,13-:ers' bal-: :ersibal- :ers'bal-
:ances :ances :ances :ances

Central reserve:
City banks : 28.0: 8.0 : 20.0 :147.1: 57.6 : 109.5
Reserve city : z
uanks : 48.0: 47.8 .2 :159.0:148.0 : 11.0

"Countryn bEnks : 24.4: 25.8 .6  : 70.4: 68.1 : 2.3 
All member : 
banks :100.4 79.6 :20.8 :376.5:253.7 : 122.8 
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"'These figures indicate that to meet a 16-2/3 percent
increase in requirements, member banks outside of the central
reserve cities would need to raise about 70,000,000 of addi-
tional reserve funds, most of which would probably be obtained
by withdrawals from balances with city correspondents.
Probably half of these balances are held with reserve city
banks, and some of the withdrawals will be absorbed by cor-
respondent banks with adequate excess reserves, but a sub-
stantial portion of the withdrawals from reserve city banks
will be met in turn by withdrawals from central reserve city
banks. As a consequence, a large part of the additional
reserve funds obtained from bankers' balances will in the

rl.d come from central reserve city banks, 15 of which on the
pesis of their position as of January 13 would need to raise
t28,000,000 of additional reserves, in addition to meeting
such withdrawals by correspondents as may occur. The other
35 central reserve city banks would still have over e500,000,000
°,* excess reserves. Since this survey was made the New York
City banks as a whole, as shown in the chart on page 7,
have increased their excess reserves by $100,000,000 and are
in a position to meet the increase with a smaller amount of
readjustment.

'These figures indicate that the amounts involved in
the necessary adjustment of reserve positions of member banksto the 

increase of 16-2/3 percent in reserve requirementsat the end of February will be smaller than those needed atthe time of the 50 percent increase in requirements last
August. At that time the change was accomplished with little
effect on the money market. The effect of the final in-
ease at the end of April will depend to a large extent upon
e distribution of the excess reserves remaining at thattime.

:Growth of bank deposits and of currency in use by the
!° blic is limited by the amount of reserves held by banks.-IThe total of deposits and currency outside banks is now
larger than at any previous time, and the excess reserves
held by member banks provide the basis for a further expan-
'°n in deposits. Increases in reserve requirements sub.:
stantially reduce the magnitude of possible further credit
xPansion not only by decreasing the volume of excess re-
serves but also by lowering the ratio of expansion possibleo
(n the basis of a given amount of reserves. The chart

Pesee 11) shows for selected dates the relationship betweenra
Vnoler bank reserves, on the one hand, and all bank deposits

1),-!-us currency outside of banks on the other, and also in-
dicates the potentiF1 expansion on the basis of excess
Serves 

Outstanding outstanding on the dates shown.
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"'In 1922 member banks held 0.,780,000,000 of reserve
balances with Federal Reserve banks and all bank deposits
and currency at the disposal of the public aggregated
about 39,000,000,000 or 22 times member bank reserves.
By 1929 deposits and currency had expanded to il,c55,000,000,000
and reserves were $2,360,000,0001 giving a ratio of more
than 23 to one. In those years member banks held only
the minimum amount of reserves required. In June 1933
deposits and currency were 0.3,000,000,000 smaller than
in 1929, but reserves held were only slightly smaller,
and member banks held 4,360,000,000 of excess reserves,
Which would have permitted on the basis of the 1922 ratio
an expansion of $8,000,000,000 in deposits. From June
1933 to June 1936, notAthstarding an increase in deposits
and currency to the 1929 level, the growth of member bank
reserves was so great that there were ;1'2,700,000,000 of
excess reserves. These reserves were sufficient to permit
a further theoretical expansion of t60,000,000,000 in de-
posits. The increase in reserve requirements made last
August cons;derably reduced the possible expansion, but
at the beginning of this year, with deposits and cur-
rency $2,000,000,000 larger than the previous maximum,
the $2,200,000,000 of excess reserves held by member banks
could still support a further expansion of $32,000,000,000
in bank deposits and currency, an amount far in excess of
the present or prospective needs of the country. The
final increase in reserve requirements will reduce the
amount of potential expansion in deposits and currency,
on the basis of existing reserves without recourse to the
Reserve banks, to a maximum of $5,500,000,000.

'In making these computations deposits of nonmember
banks, as well as those of member banks, are included be-
cause nonmember banks hold most of their reserves with
member banks, so that in the final analysis reserve de-
posits of member banks constitute reserves back of all
!?Posits in the United States. Changes in currency are
.;-le'rerZI:ected in and limited by available member bank

'The figures for potential expansion indicate theme 
'The

possible expansion on the basis of reserves. The
.;g4re3 for June 1933 and June 1936 were computed by ap-
P'Ying to excess reserves on those dates the 1922 ratio

reserves to deposits and currency. In computing noten-
lal expansion on the basis of excess reserves now out-
8"Ind1ng the 1922 ratio was reduced by one-third to allow
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the 50 percent increase in reserve requirements
last August and by one-half to provide for the further
increase to double previous requirements. In 1929 and

1922.
1933 corresponding ratios were somewhat larger than in

'These figures indicate in a general way the nature
of the changes in the credit situation effected by the
further increase in reserve requirements; they are not
exact measurements of what as a practical matter could
have happened had there been no such increase. An ex-
pansion of as much as 60,000,000,000 or even of 1.32,000,000,000
in deposits and currency would not have been likely, because
other forces would have prevented it, but a substantial
movement in that direction would have been injurious to the
business and credit system. The extent to which deposits
and currency actually will expand in the future depends
Upon developments that may influence the attitude of bor-
rowers and lenders, change the volume of reserves, or af-
fect the composition of deposits and therefore the ratio
of deposits and currency to required reserves. Increases
or decreases in the amount of currency in circulation, for
example, would affect reserves as well as the total supply
of means of payment, and shifts in the relative importance
of demand and time deposits, of deposits in the various
Classes of reserve cities, or of those at member and non-
member banks would change the ratio of potential expansion
on the basis of a given amount of reserves.'
"The foregoing statements set forth the Board's expectation

c'213-t credit conditions would continue to be easy after the in-

tea” 
in reserve requirements goes into effect. Inasmuch as

041 increase has not yet gone into effect, since the Board's
th." provides that half of the increase shell be effective at
at-4°Pening of business March 1, 1937, and the remaining halfulie Opening of business May 1, 1937, whatever influence the
toard ts action may have had up to this time has been anticipa-
aj? and psychological in character. The possibility of such
mon3;n bY the Board has been the subject of discussion for some
suclu,ns past and it is thought that market expectations that

action  would be taken have had some influence. On the
Carat'hand so many factors affect interest rates that, in the
inS OPinion, it would not be accurate to ascribe changes
ti_'"ese rates exclusively to the Board's action or to expecte-
un -11at action would be taken.

quotaj table giving the course of the principal available

l'ollowls°ns of long and short-time money rates in recent months
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"Money Rates in New York City
(Percent per annum) 

:  In week ending  •
:July 18,:Dec. 51:Jan.23,:Jan.30,:Feb. 6, :
: 1936 : 1936 : 1937 : 1937 : 1937 : 
:

Bankers, acceptances, = :
:

: 
:
•. :

:
:
:

90-day unendorsed 5/16Commercial paper, 
: 1/8 : 5/16 : 1/4 : 1/4 :  :

prime, 4-6 months 
: . .

k 
:
: 

3/4 : 3/4 • 3/4 : VA- : V4
Stoc exchange call :loans

: 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 :

U.S. Government obli- ' : : • :
gations .. : : . :
Treasury bills, 9 : : :
months : .12 :.09 .36 .A0 .37 :
Treasury notes, : : 

: : 
:

3-5 years :
Treasury bonds, 8 

:.1.18 :
: : 

.94 : 1.19 : 1.20 : 1.19

Years and over : 2.50 : 2.25 : 2.30 : 2.31 : 2.31 :

Corporatebonds, high- . :
grade : 3.11 : 3.08 ! 3.13 : 3.17: 3.22 :

Federal Reserve bank.: : :
Rediscount :Bu 

rate 
Ying 

: 1-1/2 : 1-1/2 : 1-1/2 : 1-1/2 : 1-1/2
rate for bank- •. :

erst acceptances, : : : : : •
9°-cla endorsed . 1/2 : 1/2 : 1/2 : 1/2 : 1/2 : 

the"The Board hopes that the foregoing: information meets fully
desires of the Sencte as expressed in its Resolution.

. am also directed by the Board to say that, if there is pnytfurt 
information which the Senate may desire to have in connec-

4,1:°
-L 

11 with this subject, the Board will be pleased to furnish it ifc is 
available."

In connection with this action it was under-
stood that, inasmuch as the Senate would not be
In session tomorrow, the reply would be trans-
mitted on Monday and would be released to the
press following its formal presentation to the
Senate.
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Reference was made to the letter dated January 27, 1957, from

the New York Stock Exchange regarding the practice commonly referred to

118 "three-day riding".

After discussion of the matter at some length it was agreed that

filrther consideration should be given to the subject at the Board's meet-

On Tuesday, February 16, 1937.

At this Point Messrs. Thurston, Goldenweiser, Parry and Preibelbis

left the
meeting and consideration was then given to each of the matters

her.4
a

__
'-"lrter referred to and the action stated with respect thereto was

taken b

eral Re

2/12/.67

y the Board:

The minutes of the meeting of the Board of Governors of the Fed-

serve System held on February 11, 1937, were approved unanimously.

Telegram to Mr. Kimball) Secretary of the Federal Reserve Bank of

New Yc/rk, stating that the Board approves the establishment without change
bY the bank on February 11, 1937, of the rates of discount and purchase
in its 

existing schedule.

Approved unanimously.

Letter to Mr. Day, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of San

no1 
3e0, reading as follows:

"In viea of the recent transfer of banks in the towns of
ii;-!-amath Falls, Lakeviea and Merrill, Oregon, from the Head Of-
ealve3e to the Portland Branch for purposes of check collection,

the transfer on January 16 of all member banks except tnose

to t-t
- 
e 

Citytransfer 
of Spokane and Hillyard Station previously attached

th - e Spokane Branch, to the Seattle Branch, as authorized in
foe Board's telegram of December 17, 1936, it is suggested that
ofrm:al request be made for approval by the Board of Governors

onanges in territory assigned to the Head Office and the
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"Portland, Seattle and Spokane Branches. In this connection,
It ls requested that a map be submitted showing the territory
asslgned to each of the above mentioned branches together withan appended statement describing the territory assigned to eachof these branches in the form in which the territory assignedto branches of your bank is described on page 300 of the Board's1935 Annual Report."

4PPrOved:

Approved unanimously.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.

Chairman.

290

65gA;Ceit 1—f)edLe_e__
Secretary.
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